
The Goat: Post-production report 

22 to 26 February 2022 

 

Background 

The show was originally due to run in summer 2020, but was delayed due to Covid-19. This had an 

impact and caused changes to both cast and crew, as well as resulting in reduced audience capacity. 

The show was directed by Adam Church and produced by Eszter Vass. 

This report is compiled through using comments submitted by members through the online survey 

and directly. Eighteen members completed the survey, including all four cast members, a couple of 

crew members, several front of house, and many audience members. Text in bold are direct quotes 

taken from the completed survey. 

It is still early days for the new feedback system, and we want to develop the system further. 

Therefore, all feedback is welcome. 

 

Summary 

The overall response to The Goat, garnered both through speaking to people in person and through 

the feedback survey, was extremely positive. Most respondents agreed it was a challenging, 

entertaining, and high-quality production – all in line with our values. 

Not everyone liked the play nor the message, of course, and some were quite vocal about that. One 

respondent to the survey was concerned about the interpretation that the cast and crew gave at the 

feedback session, but had really enjoyed the overall production. 

Accents, props, and the fight choreography were highlighted as areas of concern. This final issue was 

also raised following Hamlet, too, and it’s clear we need to invest some time here. [Training – we 

need to investigate developing a training course for directors and actors to cover this or look at ways 

we can ensure we have the right support to help future productions in this area.] 

There were also some questions raised about consistency of performance, which may relate to how 

well actors knew lines, moves etc. 

Otherwise, the overall production – from launch through to pre-show and on to the show itself – 

went very smoothly, and no major concerns or ideas for improvement were identified. 

There was a small, tight team involved in the production, who all deserve much credit for the 

production. However, Adam was singled out by cast and crew as a dedicated, caring and intelligent 

director, so he should take a lot of praise for the success of this show. 

Areas singled out for work include: 

• Training 

• Box office and front of house 

• Props  



Pre-production 

Even though the auditions were almost two years ago, they’d had an impact on people, and were 

described as fun and well organised, and open and fair. In fact, there were only positive comments 

on this process: organised beautifully and communicated clearly as always; Very easy process…a 

lot simpler than any other company I have acted with; and All done fairly and thoroughly. One 

actor commented on how enjoyable the call back session was. 

The only negative early on seemed to be a lack of clarity between Bronwen and Adam about set 

design which caused confusion, but this was overcome with a very well-regarded set. 

 

Pre-show 

There was much positivity about the pre-show arrangements – everyone was very friendly and 

welcoming. And the word used most often to describe the arrangements was ‘efficient’. The 

renovated bar area, which some people are still seeing for the first time, was still impressing: the bar 

area was lovely. We’re aware that there is still some work to do on the bar. 

There was praise for Angela for taking on the FoH role for the first time and for having done a great 

job. The teams were well-trained, which made it easier to deal with Covid and any poorly audience 

members. Someone did criticise the excessive email reminder about the conditions within the club 

and our request to audience members. [BO/FoH – The audience member who was poorly did end up 

testing positive for covid, so it’s still worth reminding people not to attend if they have symptoms.] 

Someone wanted clarity on free tickets: Do stewards get free tickets? We did clarify this prior to this 

production: Yes. [FoH/BO – it’s worth clarifying this again when asking for volunteers] 

However, the best summary of the pre-show arrangements was: Really impressed as ever with it 

all. Clean reception area, welcoming people, friendly bar staff, no queue, good prices. Love it 

 

The show 

The response to the show was glowing. Many enjoyed the show – even if they didn’t always like the 

play. Several commented on the play being a brave or courageous choice, or simply not liking it. 

The set was described as fantastic, stunning, impressive, and first rate. However, people had good 

things to say about elements of the production: Acting was stupendous. And the costumes were 

spot on for each of the characters. 

The element that stood out for some was the choice of accents. Comments were made about the 

discrepancy related to two American accents, and two English. It was felt that, if there was an artistic 

choice, it wasn’t clear. 

There was much positivity for Adam’s direction: the word brilliant, was commonly used. It was 

appreciated how much Adam had given to the production: very thorough. You could feel that he 

had his eye on every single aspect of the production. It was also clear that the actors enjoyed 

working with him: Adam is a fantastic director and I feel very privileged to have worked with such 

an experienced and wonderful cast. I have learnt a lot about acting. 



There was some criticism of the variation in quality of the props. Although the goat itself had an 

enormous impact on people (And that Goat! Who's not going to be talking about THAT for weeks 

afterwards), others highlighted that many of the props used for 'trashing' the house worked 

visually and audibly, but others were more obviously fake. Similarly, the blood stood out as 

incredibly fake, which was distracting. [AD/props - we need to put more time and effort into props] 

Additionally, while people overall liked the direction and acting, they recognised some 

inconsistencies in performance having spoken to cast and crew or noticed a lack of rehearsal in some 

areas (not having used the props or set enough in rehearsal). 

A couple of people also highlighted the fight sequence as an area for improvement (something that 

was also highlighted following Hamlet): I don't know if someone with stage combat experience was 

involved in the choreographing of this or not but, if not, it might be something worth reminding 

future directors about. [Training/AD - we’ll look at introducing some additional training]. 

Not many people said they didn’t attend the play, but if they didn’t, the one reason that was given 

was that they didn’t like the play. 

In general, though, most people found the whole production an enjoyable, high-quality piece of 

theatre. As one person said: it was a great experience. 


